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PREFACE

The first edition of the Sunway Dictionary Pictionary provides a wideranging, up-to-date, and compact coverage of the core vocabulary for you
to navigate around the Sunway campus with a very special essence of the
local slang which is known to mankind as “Manglish” (Malaysian English).
Special notes throughout the text give extra help for you to grasp the
command of Manglish and our unique Sunway lingo.
Written keeping you in mind and the Sunway community, encapsulating
the unique offerings of Sunway University, Sunway College and Sunway
International School.
You can quite literally know your A–Z of Sunway from this edition of
the Sunway Dictionary Pictionary.
It can help you to learn about the most happening events on campus,
facilities, programmes to the wide variety of food choices to delight your
taste buds.
Here’s to finding more meaning. Happy searching!

Sunway Dictionary Pictionary
Abbreviations used

ad.
aw.
b.
c.
dpt.
cn.
f.
fc.
g.
lt.
ls.
mc.
mpv.
n.
p.
pron.
rc.
sch.
se.
sh.
ss.
v.
vn.
us.

Adjective
Awards & Recognition
Benefits
Cafeteria
Department
Centre
Facilities
Faculty
Government Related
Lecture Theatre
Local Slang
Malaysian Culture
Multipurpose Venue
Noun
Programme
Pronoun
Research Centre
Scholarship & Bursary
Sunway Events
Sunway Hashtag
Support Service
Verb
Vendor
Uniquely Sunway

Aa

A-Level p. The Cambridge GCE Advanced-Level (A-Level) programme at Sunway
College offers a globally accepted qualification which has been grooming our
students towards success for the past 30 years. Safe to say, it can really take you
to “new levels”.
Location: Level 3, Sunway College
Abang/ Kak /a-bang/ /kak/ (usage in the context of Malaysia) ls. Means older
brother or sister in Malay. It is courteous to call our older Malay friends Bang or
Kak even though you don’t know them.

A Class Above us. Used when describing Sunway University and its students.

Admissions Office d. Very likely to be the place where we first met (local
students). You can always drop by to find out more about our courses and
pathways, our friendly staff are there to advise you or your friends and family.
Location: Level G, Sunway College
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Advance Campus vn. Also known as Ah Peng. Located at the Sunway College
cafeteria, this is where you can find a variety of meal choices at a very
economic price point. Best known for their famous curry puffs.
Location: Level G, Sunway College
Alamak /ah-lah-mak/ ls. A Malaysian slang that is used to express shock,
surprise, or frustration. Typically expressed with a “face palm” for dramatic
effect. Something you are likely to hear from your lecturers if you try to submit
your assignment five days after the deadline.
Alibaba GET p. In our aspiration for you to be the next Jack Ma, we partnered
with the Alibaba Business School to bring you the Alibaba Global E-commerce
Talent (GET) programme. This programme fosters entrepreneurs and helps to
develop critical digital skills in the era of the digital economy.
Alumni Relations d. Ones who will cling on to you after graduation. You can
expect emails from them even in the year 2080 about the latest happenings at
the Sunway Campus. They will be your cheerleader when you achieve great
things in life and will always find ways to bring you back on campus to relive the
good memories.
Amoi /ah-moi/ ls. It means baby sister or Chinese girl. It is used to identify
Chinese girls by most of the races in Malaysia.
Angpau/ Angpao /ang-pow/ mc. A red envelope containing money which
is given on Chinese New Year or during some other occasions like wedding,
birthday party and so on.
Art Gallery mpv. A multi-purpose venue where student exhibitions and oncampus events are held.
Location: Level M, Sunway University
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Atas /ah-tahs/ ls. Translates to “very high class”. Can be used to describe your
friends who never fancies the economy rice stall when you’re trying to decide
what to eat for lunch.

Athanor us. A restaurant managed by the senior year students at Sunway
University’s School of Hospitality & Service Management. Located at Level 6
of Sunway University, this is where you can immerse into the delicious culinary
experience of potential future Michelin Starred chefs.
Location: Level 6, Sunway University

Atrium Garden us. A chilly and quiet spot located in Sunway College where
you’ll find a big fan when you look up.
Location: Level 1 & 2, North building, Sunway College
Auntie/ Uncle ls In Malaysia, you don’t need to be relatives or family to call the
elderly Auntie or Uncle. This is what makes us all Malaysians one family.
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AUSMAT p. Australian Matriculation programme is offered at Sunway College
since 1987. Did you know that AUSMAT won the Best Smart School title at the
EduTECH Asia Awards 2019?
Location: Level 2, Sunway College

Avenue of Achievements us. Where the Sunway G.O.A.T.’s (Greatest of all time)
are exhibited.
Location: The intersection between Sunway College and Sunway University (we
are rooting for you to be there one day).
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Bb

Bandar Sunway us. Sunway City Kuala Lumpur. Homeland to Sunway
University, Sunway College and Sunway International School along with Sunway
Medical Centre, Sunway Lagoon Theme Park, Sunway Pyramid and many more.
Remember, most universities have a campus… only Sunway University has a
city.
Belanja /blan-ja/ ls. A Malay word that is synonymous with “I got you covered”.
Typically used when treating someone. For example, we belanja our new
students with RM20 e-voucher during orientation to purchase their favourite
Sunway merchandises.

Bite ‘&’ Taste vn. The go-to sandwich and coffee/tea stall on campus before you
head off to that morning class. If you are loyal enough to them, they will give
you a free sandwich (T&C apply).
Location: Boulevard, Sunway College
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Blaze us. The equivalent of the Times Magazine which is published quarterly
covering a versatile series of content across the campus. Grab your copy today!
Location: Stocked at the lift area at Sunway University
Bojio /bo-jio/ ls. From the Hokkien word meaning “never invite”. Malaysians
love using this word, normally in jest, when referring to friends who didn’t invite
them to an outing or gathering. Don’t be surprised to hear the phrase “Why you
bojio?”
Boleh /bo-leh/ ls. Dear international student, the word “Boleh” represents the
true Malaysian spirit of anything is possible. So, when your group members are
in doubt whether you all can juggle multiple deadlines, do cheer out Boleh.

Bookstore vn. The Campus Bookstore is situated at the Sunway College cafeteria.
Offering a wide range of textbooks and stationaries to support your studies on
campus.
Location: Level G, Sunway College
Boss ls. n. A noun referring to person with authority or it can be used as a slang to
informally refer to a person of service. In a local mamak shop, the normal food
order is “Boss, give me a teh tarik.” In a formal setting, a proper respond to a
person of authority during a meeting would be “I am willing to take up the role,
Boss.”
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Boulevard f. c. A place where clubs and societies of Sunway hold bazaars, events
and fundraising. There are also food and drink stalls at the Boulevard.
Location: Ground floor, Sunway College. Proceed North from the Admissions at
the College Foyer and walk down the stairway.
Bro ls. Short form of brother. Normally used as a friendly way of calling your guy
friend.
Example: “Bro, help me buy la.”

BRT f. The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is one of the eco-friendly and traffic
congestion free method to travel to our campus and provides connectivity
for you to travel across Kuala Lumpur and Sunway City. Sunway students are
entitled to student discount upon showing their ID card.
Bungkus /boong-kus/ v. ls. An action referring to wrapping material i.e., present
or food takeaway. It is also a local slang for in trouble. The word can be used in a
proper scene such as wrapping present for birthday or ordering food take away.
It can also be used to refer the sense of being in trouble.
Bursary sch. A grant, especially one awarded to someone to enable them to study
at university or college. Do check our website to know if you are eligible for it
(T&C apply).
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Cc
#CampusWithAConscience sh. Used whenever we try our best to serve the
community as a campus. Don’t forget to use this hashtag when you are doing
something good for the community.
What can I do?
You can make use of the various resources of the university such as dropping
your old electronic devices at the e-Waste collection booth, donate your preloved clothes at the Kloth Cares Fabric Donation Bins (which looks like a
washing machine) and many more!
Can ls. To be able to do something (according to Oxford dictionary) but in
Malaysia “Can”, can mean much more! Can is a very versatile word in Malaysia
context. A large portion of what it means depends very much on the tone used
when speaking. An example of a conversation for you below:
Can ah?
		

(informal) Is it possible?

Note. Not that we recommend, but can be used when you and your
teammates doubt whether you can finish the assignment in one day.
Can lah
(firm tone) A sense of reassurance. Used to give your statement
a tone of finality. When you remove the doubts and say nothing
more but “can lah”.
Can meh? (doubtful) Are you sure?
Cann
(reaffirming tone; the more “n” the more assurance) Yes, it’s possible.
Can leh
Yes, of course.
Can lor
Yes, I think so.
Can hah? Are you sure?
Can hor
Are you sure then?
Can bo
Can or not?
Can can
Confirm.
Can gua
Maybe.
Can liao
Already can / Done
Can wor
Yea
Can liao la OK, enough.
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Canopy Walk f. An eco-walk which connects you to the Sunway City from our
campus. Enjoy the scenic views of Sunway Lagoon along the way. If you are
lucky, you may see the majestic tigers just under the walkway, ready to be
featured on your Insta story while you burn them calories.
Career Fair se. Organised by Sunway University’s Career Services, this is an
event where we bring your dream job/companies to you. Do check out the
annual career fair to seek opportunities and network.
Career Services d. A one stop career centre where you can receive professional
guidance to help elevate your career, browse opportunities and engage in
networking sessions. When you become a big shot one day, don’t forget to come
back to our campus to be a mentor and give career talks to our students.
Location: Student LIFE, Level G, Sunway College
Center for American Education (CAE) c. The American Degree Transfer
Program (ADTP) offers our students a transit at Sunway University before they
can transfer their credits to North American universities and other parts of the
world such as United Kingdom, New Zealand, Australia and Malaysia.
Location: Level 6, Sunway University
Centre for English Language Studies (CELS) c. Supports the holistic
development of English language fluency and accuracy for Sunway students
and exchange students.
Location: Level 3, Sunway College
Ceremonial Mace n. A ceremonial mace is a highly ornamented staff of metal
or wood, carried before a sovereign or other high officials in civic ceremonies by
a macebearer, intended to represent the official’s authority.
Chancellor n. The Board is chaired by the Chancellor, Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Dr
Jeffrey Cheah AO, the Founder and Chairman of Sunway Group. The Chancellor
presides at the University’s Graduation ceremonies and on other official
occasions.
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Chancellor’s Suite us. A holding room situated at Level 1 of the Sunway
University Building. Often used for networking sessions or for VIPs to use before
any major event on campus.
Location: Level 1, Sunway University

Char Kuey Teow /cha-quey-tiao/ mc. Chinese cuisine (non-halal), wok fried flat
rice noodles, mixed soy sauce, bean sprouts, chives, prawns, eggs and cockles.
Cheah’s Room us. Eating space for staff when there are no seating places
available in the cafeteria.
Chill ls. To relax / calm down.
Example: Chill la, take it easy.
Chinese New Year mc. Chinese festival marking the start of the new year,
beginning of the second new moon after the winter solstice and ending on the
full moon fifteen days later. It is marked by visits to family and friends, special
meals, fireworks and exchange of angpaus. Do join in to watch the lion dance
on campus.
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CIMP p. The Canadian International Matriculation Programme is a mini-Canada
at the Sunway Campus (minus the snowfall). One of our signature Pre-U
programmes, CIMP truly offers a unique experience which nurtures its students
in a very holistic approach and is exclusively available at Sunway College.
Location: Level 3, Sunway College
Clubs and Societies (C&S) us. Provides a platform for students to explore their
interests beyond the classroom. An avenue to meet the people from the wider
Sunway community and play your part in contributing to the vibrant culture for
creating opportunities for friendships and self-discovery. With over 100 C&S to
choose from, explore your options during the C&S recruitment week or search
“Sunway University Clubs & Societies” on Facebook.

Computer labs f. Designed for you to perform better and faster. Equipped with
industry level technologies for you to work on your assignments, print, scan and
email.
Location: Level 1, Sunway College, and Level 2, Sunway University
Cuppa Coffee with Professor Elizabeth Lee se. Organised by Sunway
University and Sunway College student councils annually. It is an open dialogue
session between the students and Chief Executive Officer of Sunway Education
Group, Professor Elizabeth Lee. Learn straight from our CEO about the
upcoming plans, share concerns and provide feedback for further improvement
while you sip that cuppa coffee on us.
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Dd
Dean dn. The head of a university’s faculty. Just like Santa Claus, the dean also
has a list of students who has been good. You may want to be there in your
pursuit to be “A Class Above”.
Deepavali mc. Deepavali also known as the festival of lights is observed by
Hindus in recognition of the triumph of good over evil in the seventh month of
the Hindu Calendar. Thanksgiving prayers and cleansing rituals take place at
temple and household alters. Do take a snapshot of the kolam art on campus to
celebrate together.
Degree p. Awarded by Sunway University upon completion of an undergraduate/
postgraduate programme to validate that you are now one degree smarter.

Destiny us. A sculpture located at the main entrance of Sunway University. We
hope that it keeps reminding you that only you are in control of your destiny.
Diploma p. Certificate awarded by Sunway College / Sunway University to show
that one has successfully completed a course of study.
Dr aw. Dr denotes someone who has studied for, and been awarded, a PhD, so it
denotes an academic qualification – the holder of the highest university degree.
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Ee

e-Waste Collection f. Recycle your e-Waste items such as mobile phones,
batteries, chargers, and other electronic components by throwing them into
e-Waste collection bins available all year long in strategic locations on campus
and hostels. As for disposing the large e-Waste items, a collection truck will
come to collect them on specific days.
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Ecole 42 p. From Silicon Valley to Sunway, 42 KL is a renowned French
programming school, with a peer-to-peer learning environment, which is
completely teacher and tuition free. A unique initiative in our bid to promote
equality and education for all.
Location: Sunway FutureX Campus (5-minute walk from Sunway University)
eLearn ss. A web-based teaching and delivery platform that provides online
learning. With eLearn you can access your course at anytime and anywhere as
long as you have the internet connection as well as view your grades and keep
track of your assignments and overall academic progress.
Elizabeth Lee ceo. England has Queen Elizabeth and Sunway Education Group
has Professor Elizabeth Lee. She is our beloved Chief Executive Officer who
is a teacher at heart. The one who will welcome you with an open heart when
you join our campus and be your constant cheerleader for you to achieve your
potential throughout your journey with Sunway and beyond.

eWallet n. Cashless payment is accepted at our merchants on campus. We
support all major eWallet apps – Boost, Touch ‘n Go, GrabPay and Maybank QR
Pay.
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Ff

Facial Recognition f. You need nothing but just your face to open the gate of
knowledge. Enjoy using the seamless facial recognition installed at our library to
enter.

Facilities Services ss. The place you need to go if you are planning to host
an event on campus and need to use campus facilities such as venue, AV
equipment, etc.
Location: Lower Ground, Sunway College
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FIFA Certified Football Field f. Our field is FIFA certified. Students are
welcome to do many kinds of recreational activities such as football matches,
futsal, tennis, basketball, captain ball, frisbee and etc. There is also a jogging
path surrounding the premise.

Financial Services ss. Located at level 1, Sunway College. This is where you can
choose to pay your tuition fee and for other services. You may also do it online.
Location: Level 1, North building, Sunway College

Foundation Programme p. A one-year programme designed to prepare you for
your university journey ahead. Offering specialisation in Arts as well as Science
and Technology.
Location: Level 2, Sunway College
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Free Shuttle Bus f. Need a ride? We got you covered! You can hop onto the
shuttle service buses which will take you around the Sunway vicinity for free!

Fresco c. Our cafeteria at the Sunway University. Offering a wide range of
delicious yet affordable choices of food. And you never have to break a sweat
there because it is fully air-conditioned.
Location: Ground floor, Sunway University Foyer
Fuiyoh /fooi-yoh/ ls. A word made popular by Uncle Roger. Basically, what you
say when you want to express astonishment. When “wow” isn’t just enough.
Example: Fuiyoh! Sunway got entire city ah? Not just a campus!
Future Cities Research Institute (FCRI) rs. In a smart partnership with
Lancaster University, the FCRI will investigate and implement the future of
living and sustainable cities.
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Gg

Galley c. Situated at Sunway College, this is our second cafeteria at the Sunway
Campus. (Yes, we love food just as much as you do.) You can truly experience
the fusion of the Malaysian and Western cuisines at the open themed space with
your friends.
Got ls. Not an abbreviation for the Game of Thrones (TV series). “Got” is used
instead of “have” in this part of the world.

GrabFood / Foodpanda Two most common food delivery services used by
students and staff. Drop-off and pickup point is situated at Gate C of Sunway
Campus.
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Graduate Centre lt. Hosts multiple lecture theatres and function rooms, a couple
of vending machines when you feel like having a drink/snack in-between your
classes and connects you to the canopy walk towards campus and Sunway
Pyramid.
Location: Level G, Sunway College
Graduates’ Choice Award aw. Over 24,000 undergraduates from public and
private universities all over Malaysia have voted on their most attractive
employer brands to work with from among 700 companies across 26 industries.
Sunway Education Group stands amongst one of the top graduates’ choice in
the field of education.
Graduation Gown n. Academic dress is a traditional form of clothing for
academic settings, mainly tertiary (and sometimes secondary) education, worn
mainly by those who have obtained a university degree (or similar), or hold a
status that entitles them to assume them (e.g., undergraduate students at certain
old universities). It is also known as academical dress, academicals, subfusc and,
in the United States, as academic regalia.
Graduation Scroll/Folder n. Upon graduation, you’ll receive a graduation
scroll/folder at the graduation ceremony.
Gubra /guu-brah/ ls. v. A word used to describe anxiety or worry. If you haven’t
finished your assignment on time, you will feel gubra as it will affect your overall
mark for the assignment.
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Hh
Habis /haa-bees/ ls. A Malay word which translates to finished/completed/ranout.
Example: The free tickets for Sunway Lagoon is habis already. Keep an eye for
the next round.
Haiya /hi-ah/ or Aiyo/ Aiya /i-ooo/ /i-aaa/ ls. Often used to express
disbelief, forgot something or disappointment. Not to be taken too seriously.
Example: It won’t work if you tell your lecturer, “Haiyaa, my dog ate my
assignment.”
Hari Raya / haa-ree ra-ya/ ls. Hari translates to day. In Malaysia, typically
festival days are coupled with the word “hari”. Raya is a Malay word that means
celebration. Hari Raya is the celebration of the marking of the end of the
Islamic holy month of Ramadan.

Harvard Collection us. The Harvard Collection was established in March 2011
with grants from the Harvard Club of Malaysia Foundation and the Yayasan
Program Pertukaran Fellowship Perdana Menteri Malaysia. The Collection
contains works published by the Harvard University or written by Harvard
University staff, students and alumni. This Collection is located on Level B1 of
the Library.
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Health & Safety d. A dedicated unit on campus to look after your health and
wellbeing. You can drop by at the Nightingale bay, which is situated on ground
floor at Sunway College if you ever feel a little under the weather.
Hor /hohrr/ ls. No, it’s not what it sounds like. Hor seeks out consensus and
agreement. It has a certain “don’t you think so too?” vibe about it. It’s the British
equivalent of “init?” (isn’t it?).
Example: This restaurant is good, hor?
How Can ls. This is a contraction of “How can this be?” or “How can this be
possible?”
Example: How can Sunway University lose in a football match?
Human Performance/Development Lab f. A dedicated laboratory which
studies the functionality and development of human beings.
Location: Level 4, Sunway University
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Ii
I pron. Used as the singular subject pronoun by a speaker or writer in referring to
himself or herself. Use it proudly!

I♥SU us. Designated selfie spot in the campus. And yes, we love you too.
iCheckIn us. “What’s the check-in code ah?” Sunway University students can use
this iCheckIn application to check in their attendance through mobile devices
when connected to the Sunway Campus Wi-Fi or they could also key in the
check-in code remotely.
Ideas plural n. A suggestion or plan for doing something. It is also an
understanding, thought or picture in your mind. Sunway Campus is a place with
wealth of ideas generating, thanks to the multi-facetted student community and
interlinked staff connections.
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iLabs dpt. Also known as Sunway Innovation Labs. The iLabs operates to
foster entrepreneurship and stimulate market-driven innovations, to help
entrepreneurs become more competitive in this rapidly changing environment.
So, if you have a big idea and need the resources, network and mentors to build
your business forward, you can connect with the representatives of the iLabs.
iMail ss. Sunway student email system which is running on Microsoft Office 365
platform. All Sunway students are issued with an iMail email account. This
will be your official iMail email address for all communication between the
Institution and you. Using the iMail email account helps to ensure your identity
and validity of the communication.
IMHO (In My Humble Opinion) abbrev. Used to clarify that the statement
being made should not be quoted as a fact, but only as an opinion.
Example: In my humble opinion, this dictionary definition really suits the need
of all Sunway campus student.
Industrial Training, Internship p. Part of the Undergraduate programme for
Sunway students to gain practical work experience and gain life skills before
graduating to join the workforce.
International Baccalaureate p. The International Baccalaureate (IB)
programme offers a unique academic rigour and emphasises students’ personal
development. The programme encourages both personal and academic
achievement, challenging students to excel in their studies and personal
development.
International Collaboration us. aw. Sunway University has sealed partnerships
and affiliations with the world’s best institutions such as Harvard University,
University of Oxford and University of Cambridge. These connections create
strong academic and cultural ties among the institutions that encourage
knowledge sharing from the world’s leading experts.
Link: https://university.sunway.edu.my/recognition
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International Office dpt. A specialised unit for our international students. The
International Office (IO) assists our international students in relation to visa
renewal, opening bank account, insurance and many more!
Did you know that the Sunway campus houses students from over 92 countries
around the world?
Location: Level G, Sunway College

IT Services f. Our team of IT (information technology) experts who are
dedicatedly working towards making our campus technologically advanced. If
you ever need IT support, feel free to contact them. But like they say, do try to
switch your device off and on which sometimes magically fixes the problem.
Location: Level 2, Sunway College
iZone ss. Sunway student portal where you can check your student emails, keep
updated with the latest on campus, enrol your subjects and retrieve study
materials.
Login page: https://izone.sunway.edu.my/login
Izzit /is-zit/ ls. A throwaway expression / local slang made when you’re not
really paying any attention and your thoughts are elsewhere. Mostly it happens
when the situation you are in doesn’t interest you in any way.
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Jj
Jalan Jalan /ja-laan ja-laan/ ls. A local slang for sightseeing, travel, to go out.
Sunway Campus is a vast place for first time visitor/ future student to jalan
jalan. It offers a lot of sightseeing experience within its integrated area of
Bandar Sunway.

JC1, JC2, JC3 Auditoriums f. This venue is mainly specified for very large
classes where students from many cohorts/ courses take the same subject. It is
also used as a venue for event activities such as forums, clubs & societies annual
events and many more.
Location: Level 1, Sunway University
JCF dpt. The Jeffrey Cheah Foundation (JCF) is the first-of-its-kind in Malaysia
within the field of private higher education, modelled along the lines of one of
the oldest and most eminent universities in the world, Harvard University. JCF
has benefited bright and deserving Malaysian students to further their studies by
providing scholarships.
Link: https://jeffreycheah.foundation/
Jeffrey Cheah pron. Tan Sri Dr Jeffrey Cheah AO is the founder and current
chairman of the Sunway Group, a Malaysian conglomerate operating in 12
industries with core businesses in property and construction. Tan Sri Dr Jeffrey
Cheah is the Foundation Chancellor of Sunway University in Malaysia. He is
also a Founding Trustee of the Jeffrey Cheah Foundation, AKA Papa Cheah.
Link: https://www.sunway.com.my/founder-and-chairman/
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Jeffrey Cheah Distinguished Speakers Series (JCDSS) se. us. A Sunway
Campus event that gives the community and the public an opportunity to listen
to outstanding experts speak on a variety of issues, providing a platform for
intellectual discourse and lifelong learning.
Link: https://university.sunway.edu.my/JCDSS

Jeffrey Cheah Hall f. A huge hall facility within Sunway Campus that provides
venue for various event/activities gathering that is organised by multiple
departments / clubs and societies. Other times when it is not in use, it is also
used to conduct lecture classes.
Location: Level 4, Sunway College
Jeffrey Cheah Institute on Southeast Asia dpt. The Jeffrey Cheah Institute
on Southeast Asia (JCI) is an independent public policy think-tank, based at
Sunway University. JCI was established on 18th March 2014.
Link: https://jci.edu.my/introduction/
Jeffrey Cheah Professors aw. Distinguished global academics as honorary
professors and professorial fellows. Holding their main appointments at
major global universities, these individuals contribute to the objectives of the
Foundation and the University and give occasional visiting lectures for our
academic community.
Link: https://university.sunway.edu.my/about-us/Distinguished-Professors
Jeffrey Sachs Center on Sustainable Development dpt. The Jeffrey Sachs
Center on Sustainable Development is borne out of a partnership between the
Jeffrey Cheah Foundation and the United Nations Sustainable Development
Solutions Network Association (SDSN).
Link: https://jeffreysachs.center/introduction
Jom /jo-m/ ls. It just means “let’s go” but paired with other words, it could mean
“let’s eat” (jom makan) or “let’s drink” (jom minum; non-alcoholic). It is most used
during lunch or teatime in Sunway Campus.
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Kk
Kacau /ka-chau/ ls. v. An action word, local slang that describes stir or mix. It
also means to cause chaos/mischief.
Example: I normally kacau the milo drink with warm water.
		
Please don’t kacau me. I’m studying for my finals.
Kampung /kam-pong/ n. A Malaysian enclosure or village, mostly located
in rural area. Malaysia is a multi-racial country which has unique village that
encompass multi-racial, multi-ethnic enclosure.
Kancheong /kan-chi-ong/ ls. v. A Cantonese and Hokkien term meaning
nervous, harried or uptight.
Example: The website is down and unable to access via normal browser. This is
a kancheong moment!
Kantoi /kan-toi/ ls. A local slang which means busted ad. or caught ad. v.
Example: She kantoi already because she talks too much in class.
Kaypoh /keh-poh/ ls. v. A word used when someone is being nosy, like a
busybody; it works as an adjective or a verb.
Example: Stop being so kaypoh about his personal life. His personal life doesn’t
affect you.
Keje /ke-jer/ v. ls. A local Malay word that describes work. It is also local slang
as the correct spelling is “kerja”.
Kena /ke-na/ ls. A local Malay word that describes someone who is on the
receiving end of something unpleasant and it can also mean the person is
suffering or afflicted from something.
Example: She kena from her lecturer because she doses off during the lecture.
Kiasu /kia-su/ ls. n. A favourite local slang which means fear of losing out. This
is used to describe a person who is overly competitive.
Example: She is so kiasu on not getting first place in the final exam that she
started to revise the whole textbook a year earlier.
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Kloth Cares f. Recycling is part of Sunway culture, we collect clothes and give
them a second life.
Kot /kot/ ls. The word “kot” is used in many settings but its main usage is to
indicate uncertainty in a particular subject in a conversation.
Example: Person 1, “Your house got water?”
		
Person 2, “Yes kot? I check later.”

Kuih /kui-h/ n. A bite-sized snack or dessert commonly found in Southeast Asia,
Malaysia included. A generic local popular snack that is sweet or spicy (i.e.,
karipup or curry puffs) depending on one’s taste.
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Ll
Lagi /la-gi/ ls. A Malay adverb which has meanings such as “in addition,”
“again,” “more,” and “yet/still.”
Example: She already said she doesn’t like him. He lagi wants to go after her?
Lah /la-h/ ls. This simple three-letter word, famously used in Singapore and
Malaysia, can project the meaning of an affirmation, dismissal, exasperation or
exclamation in different contexts.
Example: Faster lah! The lecturer is looking for you.
Lai Lai /lai-lai/ v. A Chinese word meaning come. Most notably used in a
welcoming tone, such as Open House or Open Day.
Laksa /lak-sa/ n. A famous Malaysian dish of Chinese origin, consisting of rice
noodles served in a curry sauce or hot soup. It is available in Sunway Campus
Galley and Fresco. The dish is a culinary delicacy itself.

Lancaster University us. Lancaster University and Sunway University
established an academic partnership in 2006, offering the top 10 ranked UK
degrees in Malaysia. Whilst the Lancaster-Sunway partnership initially focussed
on teaching, it has evolved over the years to also include research collaboration
and engagement activities.
Link: https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/global-lancaster/sunway/
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Lapar ad. An adjective word that means hungry. Within the reach of Sunway
Campus, there are a lot of eatery/ café to ignite the hungry tummy.
Example: Saya lapar. Let’s go and eat, now!

Le Cordon Bleu us. Sunway Le Cordon Bleu Institute of Culinary Arts is the
result of a strategic partnership between Sunway Education Group and Le
Cordon Bleu, Paris offering vocational pathways in culinary arts training.
Link: https://lecordonbleusunway.com.my/
Leng Chai /leng-chai/ ls. A Cantonese word that describes handsome boy.
Leng Zai is more commonly used among Chinese. Leng chai is commonly used
among Malays and Indians, but hey, it’s just a matter of pronunciation.
Leng Lui /leng-looi/ ls. A Cantonese word that describes pretty girl.
Lepak /lay-pak/ ls. v. A local slang which describes (especially of a young
person) spending one’s time aimlessly loitering or loafing around. It can also
mean relaxing.
Example: I’m just lepaking at home, just chilling.
Ler /ler/ ls. A local slang that is used in mostly sentence that depicts/shows
annoyance.
Lor /lor/ ls. A local slang used to indicate surprise or dismay.
Example: You want to play football now? The weather is very hot lor.
LT (Lecture Theatre) f. A facility in Sunway Campus for lecture class and
students’ study place during exam period. It provides a conducive study
environment.
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Mm

#MostHappeningCampus sh. Sunway Hashtag that mostly used to describe the
vibrant of events happening in the campus.
Link: The #MostHappeningCampus
Macha /ma-cha/ mc. A Tamil word for brother-in-law but over time its usage in
Malaysia has been extended to mean brother.
Example: Macha, how are you?

Madeleine f. us. A café located next to Le Cordon Bleu that serves western and
French based pastries to students, staff and visitors in Sunway Campus.
Makan /ma-kan/ v. mc. n. A Malay word that is used to ask people if they have
eaten or to invite them to eat. It is like the Hokkien/Teochew dialect word
“jiak”. With a varieties of food establishment in Sunway Campus, there is an
abundance of food all round the clock.
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Makerspace f. us. A facility within Sunway Campus used by staff or students
to create creative content both for entrepreneurial usage and for community
benefits. It is used for meetup place to exchange ideas and business network
between industry leaders / company with staff/students.
Mamak /ma-mak/ ls. mc. An open-air food establishment particularly found
in Southeast Asia, uniquely in Malaysia and Singapore. A “lepak” place for all
Malaysians especially during football season. Recommended food of choice at a
mamak are roti canai and mee goreng mamak while teh tarik (literally “pulled tea”)
is a popular drink.
Marketing dpt. Marketing department or Admissions is known to provide
information about programmes, open day, enrolment and other campus related
activities/events to potential and current students.

Master of Sustainability Board Game us. A boardgame developed by the
Branding and Corporate Communications department that teaches/informs the
values of UN Sustainable Development Goals to the public.
Link: Sunway University “Are You The Master of Sustainability?” Board Game
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Mat Salleh /mat-sa-leh/ n. ls. A Malay term used as a colloquial expression
to refer to white people. The exact origins of the expression are difficult to
ascertain, due to there being several versions of the term’s origin being passed
down via word of mouth, with little or no official documentation to support
such oral claims. The term arose during the colonial period of Malaysian
history, but its usage has decreased since independence.
Example: That mat salleh is my boss.
MOHE g. The Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE) was created again officially
following the Federal Cabinet reshuffle on 9th March 2020 (Monday) in a
special press conference by the Prime Minister. This is in accordance with
the provisions of the Act relating to higher education. MOHE’s integral role is
creating a higher education ecosystem with the finest Public Universities (UA),
Private Higher Educational Institutions (PHEIs), Polytechnics and Community
College. These institutions are the main components in the national education
ecosystem and training to generate first-rate thinkers, scholars, masters, skilled
and semi-skilled manpower in accordance with their respective roles.
Link: https://www.mohe.gov.my/en/corporate/about-us/introduction
MOOC f. p. A massive open online course is an online course aimed at unlimited
participation and open access via the Web.
Link: https://university.sunway.edu.my/programmes
Mortar Board n. The square academic cap, graduate cap, mortarboard or Oxford
cap, is an item of academic dress consists of a horizontal square board fixed
upon a skullcap, with a tassel attached to the centre.

MUFY p. Designed by Monash academics, it provides the academic bridge for
students to progress successfully into various Monash University’s and other
universities’ undergraduate degrees.
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Multimedia Production Lab & Recording Studio f. A facility by the School of
Arts that provides students and staff in Sunway Campus a place to express and
create creative content.

MyQuest g. Malaysian Quality Evaluation System for Private Colleges or
MyQuest is an instrument developed by the Malaysian Ministry of Higher
Education (now Ministry of Education) in 2009 to evaluate the performance
of private higher education institutions of college status in Malaysia. Designed
to encourage quality improvements among the colleges, MyQuest looks into
5 core quality criteria – student profile, programme recognition, graduate
recognition, quality of resources and soundness of governance.
Link: https://educationmalaysia.gov.my/myquest/
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Nn

Nasi Lemak /nah-si le-mak/ mc. Nasi lemak is a dish originating in Malay cuisine
that consists of fragrant rice cooked in coconut milk and pandan leaves. It is
commonly found in Malaysia, where it is considered the national dish.
Noob n. is a slang term for a novice or newcomer, or somebody inexperienced in
a profession or activity. Contemporary use can particularly refer to a beginner
or new user of computers, often concerning Internet activity, such as online
gaming or Linux use.
Example: He is a noob in using Adobe After Effects. He is not familiar with the
programme menu and preview port.

Nursing Skills Lab & Stimulated Wards f. ss. The nursing skill lab supports the
different types of student learning styles, from visual to auditory to kinaesthetic.
The simulation objective is the same for all students, while specific experience
might differ according to the different subjects’ needs.
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Oo

Observation Deck f. mpv. A newly constructed observation deck in Graduate
Centre that overlooks Bandar Sunway. It can be used as networking / press
conference/ mini exhibition within Sunway Campus.
Oh Ya / Oh Yeah ls. An Interjection. It is an informal slang used to indicate
agreement, often sarcastically.
Onz /on-zzz/ ls. A local slang to show having a relaxed, friendly, or unofficial
style, manner, or nature. It also shows an informal atmosphere to ease
communication of event.
Open Day se. Sunway Campus events that market and promote its own
programmes to potential students and current students.
Orientation Day se. Sunway campus organised events that familiarise new
students with the Campus facilities and student benefits. It’s normally a 3-day
event that has lots of activities and interactions among new students.
Or Not (The Malaysian equivalent of “to be or not to be” – sure or not, can or
not, ok or not) ls. mc. A word that describes the possibility of an idea/event/
activity that will have 50% chance of happening.
Example: He didn’t study for the exam and yet he scored high marks for it!?
Sure or not?
Orredy /orr-redi/ ls. A local slang similar to “already”.
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Pp
Paiseh /pie-say-h/ ls. A Hokkien local slang of saying something is
embarrassing. Alternatively, it’s to express a sense of shame or that you are
simply shy.
Example: I’m paiseh to ask Chris Hemsworth for a selfie.

Pals Card b. A loyalty programme that rewards you with points and other special
privileges on all your spending, from our participating merchants and selected
Sunway businesses.
Link: https://sunwaypals.com.my/about

Pathway to a Brighter Future us. Used when describing Sunway College and its
programmes.
Philanthropy Office dpt. Built on the foundation of giving back to society, the
Philanthropy Office was established in 2018 as a dedicated avenue to further
enhance the University’s and the College’s philanthropic efforts. The Office
focuses on areas of fundraising, gifting, endowment, sponsorship, partnership
and donation.
Link: https://giving.sunway.edu.my/about-us/philanthropy-office

Photo Studio f. A photo studio facility that caters for student’s photography
needs. It is located at the ground floor level, North side of Sunway College.
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Piano f. Several pianos are placed strategically within Sunway Campus that can
be used by students and staff to play soothing music background at designated
time of the day. Yes, you can play it on weekends too.

Pop Box f. A storage facility within Sunway Campus that stores product upon
online sale delivery. This is useful as the advent of online shopping is growing
nationwide and Sunway Campus has such facility to support nationwide
demand/supply growth.
Porte Cochère /port-ko-sher/ us. A porch where vehicles stop to set down
passengers.
Postgraduate p. Sunway postgraduate programmes are tailored to suit individual
student’s academic pathway which equips students with necessary skills needed
for their career advancement.
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Pre-University p. Sunway College offers six internationally recognised preuniversity programmes tailored to suit the individual student’s academic
pathway. Every success story is a testimony to Sunway’s high degree of pastoral
care and academic guidance.
Premier Digital Tech University aw. Awarded to Sunway University by the
Malaysian Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC) as we are one of Malaysia’s
only eleven universities recognised as a leading digital tech focused tertiary
institution. Safe to say, we are quite “High-tech”.
President n. The University is managed by the Senior Management Group,
chaired by the President, Professor Sibrandes Poppema, who works closely with
the Vice-Chancellor and the Provost and other senior officers in the group.
Printing Station f. A service provided by Sunway Campus IT Services
department to assist students’ printing needs such as event poster, assignment
or presentation material.
Prof./Professor aw. An academic staff who is recognised as an expert in his
discipline or profession will be appointed as a professor in recognition of this
distinction.
Professional Accounting p. Established to promote excellence in accounting
training in Malaysia, Sunway TES CAE is a multilevel collaborative initiative
between Sunway TES CAE and its strategic partners which include professional
accounting bodies (ACCA, ICAEW), global and local professional accounting
firms, public institutions of higher education and large corporations.
Link: https://college.sunway.edu.my/programmes/tes/
Provost n. The head of certain university colleges, especially at Oxford or
Cambridge, and public schools.
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Qq
Q n. The 17th letter of the English alphabet and a short form of “Queue”. Do
remember to queue up whenever you’re buying food from the cafeteria or
withdrawing money from the ATM machines on Sunway Campus.

QS Stars aw. QS Stars is a rating system that provides a detailed look at an
institution, enabling students to identify which universities are the best in the
specific topics that they care about, like programme strength, facilities, graduate
employability, social responsibility, inclusiveness, and more.

Quality Education us. The fourth goal in UN Sustainable Development Goals
is to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for all. This is one of our pledges as one of the best
education institutions in Malaysia.
Quiz n. A test of knowledge.
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Rr
Rasanya/Rasanye /ra-sa nie-ya/ ls. A Malay, local slang for “Maybe / I think
so”. It is used mostly in conversation that one believes that something is true,
that something will happen. It is also used to express a positive opinion about a
question one has just asked.
Example: Person A, “Has she accepted the job?”
		
Person B, “Rasanya she has.”

Registry dpt. Located on Level 1 of the Sunway College south building, a place
that holds all current and past student records. It is also a place for students to
register important stuff like general admissions, examination units as well as
government and corporate liaison.
Research Centres cn. Sunway University houses nine research centres and
one research group that pursue research across various fields of study. We are
proud of the advances made in research across a broad range of fields such as
developing gene therapies for cancer treatments, developing nanotechnology
and new materials for energy efficiency, developing effective carbon capture
techniques to combat global warming, or identifying ways to improve the health
and well-being of the world’s ageing populations, to name just a few of the
fields of our research endeavours.
Link: https://university.sunway.edu.my/research
Residence ss. Sun-U Residence, Sun-U Apartment and Sunway Monash
Residence are three popular residences around the Sunway vicinity. There are
other off-campus residences as well such as Indah Villa and Lagoon View.
Link: https://residence.sunway.edu.my/
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Rilek lah /ri-lek lah/ ls. A Malay local slang that means “relax / take it easy”.
Used mostly in situation to calm or subdue the stress level of certain event such
as the release of examination results.
Example: Rilek lah, you studied for the exam and I’m sure the result will reflect
the effort you put in.

Rock Café f. Rock Cafe is a food court within 5-minute walking distance from
Sunway College. It has been around for more than a decade. It is a very popular
hotspot among Sunwayians and it boasts of various local and international food.
They also serve pork free and non-Halal dishes on separate utensils.
Rojak /ro-jak/ mc. ls. Rojak is an Indonesian-Javanese traditional fruit and
vegetable salad dish. It can also be a local slang to showcase Bahasa Rojak
(Bahasa means “Language” and Rojak means “Mixture”).

Rooftop Terrace f. New study area for you to retreat to with your books.

Roti Canai /ro-ti ca-nai/ mc. Roti canai, or roti chenai, also known as roti cane
and roti prata, is an Indian-influenced flatbread dish found in several countries
in Southeast Asia, including Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore.
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Ss

Samson & Sophia us. These two friendly Sun bears are our official mascots. If
you ever see them on campus, do wave “hi” and take a picture with them.
Scholarships and Financial Aid aw. us. We believe in equal opportunity for all
when it comes to education. The Jeffrey Cheah Foundation has awarded more
than RM570 million* in scholarships to thousands of deserving students in
various fields of study. Find out more by visiting the Admissions.
*as of 2021
School of Arts fc. As one of the leading school of arts in Malaysia, the School
of Arts at Sunway University offers a variety of disciplines, ranging from
Advertising and Public Relations to Design, Architecture, Film Production,
Theatre and Music. Amongst the programmes, the quality of our Honours
degree in Communication, in particular, is benchmarked against high-quality
British university degrees and validated by Lancaster University, a world-class
university in the UK.
School of Engineering and Technology fc. The School of Engineering and
Technology offers students a superior learning experience through excellent
teaching, good administrative support and personalised attention. Our team of
dedicated and experienced academics imparts knowledge and skills in the field
of science and technology, and along the way equip students with good values
and professionalism to serve the community.
Most of our undergraduate programmes are validated by Lancaster University,
UK and we constantly grow our range of offerings at both undergraduate and
postgraduate levels to better serve the needs of the community.
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School of Hospitality and Service Management fc. The School of Hospitality
and Service Management provides high quality education and training in
the hospitality, culinary and events related industries. We deliver innovative
teaching approaches and flexible learning methods which are at the forefront of
hospitality education and training. The objective of our programmes is to equip
students with the vital skills necessary to work in this vibrant service sector
industry. We were awarded a 5-Star (Excellent) rating for our programmes in the
D-SETARA 2012, a Discipline-Based Rating System developed by the Malaysian
Qualifications Agency (MQA).
School of Mathematical Sciences fc. The School of Mathematical Sciences
paves the way for careers in financial services, insurance and actuarial science,
which are among the most lucrative professions in the world. Our programme,
BSc (Hons) in Actuarial Studies, is recognised by international professional
bodies and produces students that are well-equipped with both knowledge and
skills required to succeed in their chosen profession.
School of Medical and Life Sciences fc. The School of Medical and Life
Sciences offers education that focuses on the healthcare development of
the country. We provide platforms that enhance and enrich the healthcare
standards, practice and development in the Southeast Asia region through
training, programmes and clinical research. With a team of dedicated academics
and practitioners, our students will experience a positive learning environment
that emphasises both knowledge and practical skills in their programme.

Security f. ss. Our campus security team is both friendly and always around for
you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Though the campus is relatively safe, you
should always remember to take precautionary measures to protect yourselves
and your properties, to prevent any undesirable incidences.
SEG abbrev. n. The Sunway Education Group, a renowned name in the Malaysian
private education was founded by Tan Sri Dr Jeffrey Cheah AO, with the belief
and understanding that education is vital to the progress of the country. This
belief and understanding still holds true to this day.
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So How ls. A local slang that describes “what is the next step” in a situation.
Example: I failed to secure the job. I can’t provide financial support for the
family. So how?
Steady ls. A Malaysian description of a laidback and chill person.
Example: Exams in 5 mins but you’re still playing game. Very steady ah.

Student Hub us. A place for students to chill.

Student LIFE f. us. cn. A department dedicated to help students enjoy their
campus life. They provide a range of support services to help students meet
some of the challenges they may experience as a university/college student. Do
feel free to drop by if you’ve any questions.
Link: https://student.sunway.edu.my/

Study Deck f. Study area for your studying convenience.
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Sunbirds us. Sunway Iconic Birds.

SunGym f. us. ss. SunGym is located at the Sun-U Residence next to Tower A.
The gym is equipped with a wide range of cardiac and weighting machines,
free weights area, studio rooms, changing rooms with solar-powered heater,
lockers to store your personal belongings, an open deck resting area facing the
beautiful FIFA 5-Star Certified Football Field, and a juice bar to refuel your body.
The gym also has professional fitness trainers to give advice and consultation
services and provide a series of group fitness activities.

Sunway Campus Library f. Sunway Campus Library is the place to gather
or exchange knowledge. A wealth of information can be obtained in Sunway
Campus Library. Located on the East side of the University Building which
consists of 3 floors – Ground floor (main entrance), Basement 1 (B1) and 1st
floor (Mezzanine). It is a place for students to study, borrow books, do projects
via the project pods and collaborative zones 1 and 2, print and surf the internet.
The Ground and B1 levels are scheduled to close early (Weekdays 10.00PM,
Weekends are dependent on examination seasons) while the Mezzanine level
closes later (2.00AM).
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Sunway Campus TV (SCTV) us. A network of TVs on campus that broadcasts
latest campus announcements, news, happenings and promotion of events
beneficial to the Sunway Campus community.

Sunway College n. Sunway College opened its doors to students in 1987 when
our founder, Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Dr Jeffrey Cheah AO decided to foray into the
field of private higher education. Within a short span of time, Sunway College
became a popular household name by providing high quality twinning and
credit transfer programmes. Other than being one of the pioneers of twinning
and transfer programmes, Sunway College has offered Malaysian students
a wide range of opportunities to obtain well-recognised qualifications from
foreign universities such as in the UK, USA, Canada, Australia, etc. As a result of
quality provision and a good track record of academic results, Sunway College
was upgraded to Sunway University College in 2004.
Tagline: Pathway to a Brighter Future
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Sunway College @Velocity us. Sunway College @Velocity is an extended
premise to Sunway College Kuala Lumpur. With a capacity of 3500 students,
the opening of Sunway College at Velocity is yet another milestone in Sunway
Education Group’s mission to democratise access to quality education. The
brand new 113,500 sq ft Sunway College @Velocity occupies five levels –
Levels 6 to 10 of the V Office. Sunway College @Velocity currently offers
certificate level, diploma and professional accounting programmes.
Sunway College Student Council (SCSC) us. Sunway College Student Council
(SCSC) is the official student body to represent the voices of the Sunway
College student community. They act as a bridge between the students and
the management in bringing up any matters pertaining to the welfare of the
students.
Sunway Diploma Studies p. The Sunway Diploma Studies (SDS) prepares
students for a career in their chosen field with knowledge and skills geared
towards giving them the head-start they need. With seven specialised areas
to choose from, students progress directly into Year 2 of undergraduate upon
successful completion (T&C applied).
Location: Level LG, Sunway College
Sunway Hotels us. Connected to Sunway Pyramid, these trendy hotels are
convenient places for visiting families and friends to stay.
Sunwayian ls. us. A term used mostly to identify an individual citizen of Sunway
College/University or from Bandar Sunway.
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Sunway International School us. p. Sunway International School (SIS)
is a private co-educational school in Malaysia offering the internationally
acclaimed Ontario Secondary School Curriculum as well as the International
Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IBDP).
Tagline: Nurturing Minds. Building Character
Sunway Lagoon us. An award-winning multi-themed park, Sunway Lagoon is fun
for all the regularly play host to international performances making it a vibrant
event hub.
Sunway Medical Centre us. An accredited private hospital dedicated to
specialised healthcare services with some of the best healthcare professionals in
the country.
Sunway MyCampus ss. The Sunway MyCampus App is the official pocket guide
to the Sunway Campus in Bandar Sunway. It delivers news and events about
the happenings related to the campus and the community. There is animated
navigation on outdoor and indoor map to direct a person to all facilities and
staff offices. You can quickly make emergency calls and submit feedback in the
app. It is available in App Store and Google Play Store.

Sunway Originals us. Sunway Originals is our very own souvenir shop selling
a wide and exclusive collection of items to foster a greater sense of pride and
belonging within the Sunway community as well as to increase the awareness of
our Sunway brand.
Location: Next to Student LIFE Centre
Opening hours: 11.00AM to 3.00PM, Mondays to Fridays. We are closed on
weekends and public holidays, except during special occasions.
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Sunway Pyramid us. Less than 5-minute walk between campus via the shaded
Canopy Walk, Sunway Pyramid is a retail haven with plenty of exhibition space
and activity areas.
Sunway R&D us. A non-profit research & consulting company of Sunway
University. It provides research on medical, engineering, technology, and
information communication technology.

Sunway TES p. us. A world-class provider of professional accounting and
financial programmes in the region. ACCA Approved Learning Partner awarded
Platinum Status for 18 consecutive years. It is also the only active ICAEW
Partner in Learning in Malaysia.

Sunway University n. Sunway University is one of Malaysia’s leading private
universities which is a strictly not-for-profit institution and dedicated to quality
education, supporting enterprise, and undertaking research focused on key
global problems. The University is based in Sunway City, a thriving green resort
city built on reclaimed former tin-mining land, on the western side of Kuala
Lumpur in the heart of the Klang Valley. The University is relatively young by
global standards but is already ranked within the top 2% of universities in the
world (QS World University Rankings), and in the top 1.5% of universities in
Asia, as well as being ranked within the top 150 universities in the world under
50 years old.
Tagline: A Class Above
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Sunway University Business School fc. Sunway University Business School
was established back in 2006 when we were first known as the Department
of Business and Management Studies. After overcoming many challenges in
this journey of more than ten years, we are here now to guide and empower
students to achieve excellence and nurture them in bringing the business
education to the next level. We offer a wide range of programmes in business,
accounting and finance, marketing, and management across the different levels
of study: Bachelor’s Degree and Postgraduate Degree (Masters and PhD).
Sunway University Press dpt. ss. It is the academic publishing arm of Sunway
University, complementing and supporting the university’s mission in the
dissemination of knowledge.
Sunway University Student Council (SUSC) us. Sunway University Student
Council (SUSC) is the official student body to represent the voices of the
Sunway University student community. They act as a bridge between the
students and the management in bringing up any matters pertaining to the
welfare of the students.
Surau /su-ra-u/ f. A surau is an Islamic assembly building in some regions of
Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula used for worship and religious instruction.
Generally smaller physical structures, its ritual functions are similar to a
mosque, allow men and women, and are used more for religious instruction and
festive prayers.
Syoknya /shi-yok ni-ya/ ls. A local slang for amazing or something that feels
good. A sense of euphoria and contented and so on with what is done by
yourself regardless of the perceptions or feelings.
Syok Sendiri /shi-yok sen-di-ri/ ls. A local slang for self-satisfaction/selfabsorbed over an overrated personal achievement without regard for others.
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Tt
Tahan /ta-han/ ls. v. A Malay word that means to endure, to bear, to withstand,
or to resist.
Example: I need to go to the toilet. I tahan very long already.
Tahyul /tah-yul/ ls. A Malay term that means superstition.
Takut /ta-kot/ ls. A Malay word that means scared or frightened.
Example: I takut to go in there alone.
Tan Sri aw. Tan Sri is the second most senior federal title and an honorific award.
The wife of a Tan Sri is called Puan Sri. Tan Sri in Sunway is usually referred to
Tan Sri Dr Jeffrey Cheah AO.
Tapau /ta-pao/ ls. Tapau comes from the Chinese word “da bao” which means
takeaway food. It is a universally recognised word in Malaysia/Singapore.
Example: Tapau, anyone?

The Last Straw Campaign us. Starting from July 13, 2018, Sunway University
campus vendors, the student community, staff and lecturers came together to
support one of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs)
Number 14: Life Below Water by not selling plastic water bottles on campus.
#The LastStraw campaign
ThinkB4Print us. Launched in April 2019, the ThinkB4Print campaign 2019 was
to create awareness and encourage all on Sunway campus to save paper and go
green.
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Uu
U ls. Short form for the word “you”. Used in an informal, short written
conversation normally in online chat platform such as WhatsApp, Facebook
messenger, etc. It can be used as event promotion to deliver the message of
informality.
Undergraduate p. An undergraduate is a student at a university or college who is
studying for his or her first degree.
Unified Examination Certificate (UEC) n. The unified examination for
independent Chinese secondary schools.

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs) us. se. The
Sustainable Development Goals or Global Goals are a collection of 17
interlinked global goals designed to be a “blueprint to achieve a better and more
sustainable future for all”. The SDGs were set in 2015 by the United Nations
General Assembly and are intended to be achieved by the year 2030.
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University Foyer ls. us. Sunway University entrance area.

UP2 /up-square/us. Sunway College magazine.
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Vv
Values (Integrity, Humility, Excellence) us. Sunway’s core values.
Vice-Chancellor (VC) vc. A deputy chancellor, especially one of a British
university who discharges most of its administrative duties.
Professor Graeme Wilkinson is the third and current Vice-Chancellor of Sunway
University. An alumnus of Imperial College and Oxford University, United
Kingdom where he specialised in the field of Physics. Since his appointment
as VC of Sunway University, the University has made significant strides in its
curriculum structure and global rankings and continues to make progress.

Victoria University (VU) us. The Victoria University (VU) Bachelor of Business
Programme at Sunway offers business students a focused learning experience
that adds value beyond discipline and technical knowledge, cultivating and
developing professional and personal attributes highly valued by employers.
Vine ss. An intranet portal that showcases the latest news, announcement and
events happening around campus.
vLab f. Students will be able to access various software required for your studies
on and off campus.
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Ww
Wah la wei / Wahliao wei/ Walao Eh /wah-lao-wei/ ls. A word used to
describe the feeling of surprise or disbelief.
Wefie n. A group photo taken with a camera or a mobile phone. There are many
places on campus that you and your friends can take wefies at. Do explore and
check them out while waiting for classes to start.
Wei /wei/ ls. That’s how we call our close friends instead of their actual names.
Example: Wei, assignment how to do?
Where got ls. “Where got?” is used as a reply, usually a denial to a question.
Tagline: Where got? I didn’t say that.

Wi-Fi f. Wireless access coverage (Wi-Fi) available 24-hour a day throughout
the campus buildings including classrooms, lecture halls, cafeteria, library,
concourse and open areas that are conducive for student discussions,
communications, e-Learning and study.
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Xx

XFarms us. The real-life Farmville at Sunway! The Sunway XFarms is a hub for
urban farming, you can explore the option to join some of the urban farming
courses or even grow your own vegetables at the Sunway XFarms.

XOXO n. Hugs ‘n kisses.
X Park (in Sunway Lagoon) us. Gear up for an aerial adventure on Malaysia’s
longest Flying Fox and soar to great heights on incredible rides such as the
Bungee Jump. Whether you conquer the circuit on a Go Kart or conquer the
wild on an ATV, you are bound to get some heart-pumping action at the Sunway
Lagoon X Park!
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Yy
Ya lah /ya-lah/ ls. means “yes”.
Yum Cha /yum-cha/ ls. mc. in Cantonese language literary means “drink tea”.
This favourite slang has been adapted by most Malaysians to ask their friends to
hang out.
Yunus Social Business Centre (YSBC@SEG) dpt. The Yunus Social Business
Centre at Sunway Education Group (YSBC@SEG) was established in 2018 as
a result of a partnership between Sunway Education Group and The Yunus
Centre. YSBC@SEG serves as a think tank for issues related to social business,
working in the field of poverty alleviation and closing the gap to attain the
United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals. We see the combination of
education and enterprise as a powerful tool to alleviate poverty and we seek to
empower humanity and approach the world’s critical issues with Love, Hope
and Wisdom.
We run a diverse range of programmes catering towards social business and
provide a platform to engage and educate the public about social business as a
deliberate vehicle for social good.
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Zz
Zoo n. Want to learn about wildlife at first hand? Our wildlife rangers may not be
Tarzan, but they can tell you a lot of interesting trivia about our wild friends,
all 150 species of them! A recognised educational zoo in Malaysia, Sunway
Lagoon’s Wildlife Park offers exciting animal encounters and specially tailored
educational tours for pre-schoolers and adults alike. Children even get rewarded
with amusement rides after their wild lessons to end the day with more fun!
Zoom n. Useful for meetings and catching up with friends and family.
Zzz n. It is an onomatopoeic representation of snoring and commonly seen in
comic books and illustration to show that a person is sleeping. It is also used in
a phrase ‘catch some Zs’ which means to take a nap or sleep. Students better
not be catching some Zs in class or else ...
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Feeling lost around campus?
Not sure where certain places are?
Overwhelmed by the crowd and feeling helpless?
We got you covered!
This Sunway Dictionary Pictionary will help you
navigate around.
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